
The Priory Church of England Primary School
Catch Up Premium Spending 2020-21 (reviewed 01.09.2021)

Priorities for catch-up funding
1. Initial assessments in September and December 2020 indicated that the impact on lockdown has been significantly felt in those

year groups facing transition i.e. Y2 and Y6 cohorts. These are also the year groups facing standardised summative tests.

2. Our initial assessment data also showed that the youngest children have lost most by missing school - there are gaps in key
building blocks such as phonics development and core number fluency.

3. Lockdown has also significantly impacted SEND pupils English development.  Of the 31 SEND pupils (Y2 - Y6), only 5 are on track
for ARE in writing (16%).  This is having an impact on whole school data (especially Y6, where 35% of the cohort are SEND
Support). In general we are finding that the gap has grown and that many SEND pupils have regressed in their learning. As a
result of this during the 2nd lockdown we organised a dedicated SEND Google Classroom group for additional support.

4. SEND learning behaviours and engagement is also a growing concern - some of this group can not access the age related
curriculum without adult support, whereas previously they would be more motivated to have a go independently.

5. Reading fluency is of particular concern in Year 6.

Amount of Catch Up Premium received

1st tranche = £16,000 in Autumn 2020

2nd tranche = £6,000 in Summer 2021

TOTAL = £22,000



Actions Cost Rationale Impact
Reading Plus £4,500 over 3 years 31 registered pupils (all of Y6).

A reading programme designed to boost
reading fluency and comprehension.
Can be used at home and during any
future lockdown.

Results (based on 2019 SATs tests taken in
June 2021 under standard test conditions)

83% ARE / 37% GDS

Successful

CGP Core Skills-  daily core skills
time

- Already in budget and included as part of
remote learning provision.

Designed to support all pupils in retaining
core skills during any future disruption to
schooling

These books were hugely successful in the
1st and 2nd lockdown as they provided
consistency, a structure and were
accessible for all.

Of particular benefit to disadvantaged
pupils as no need to print anything out.

Successful

IXL software for whole school A three year dual
subject plan for up
to 210 pupils to use
IXL Maths and
English costs £2,130
per annum

To provide a focus on core skills and to
improve feedback for online learning.

Designed to support all pupils in retaining
core skills during any future disruption to
schooling

Ease of use during 2020-21 lockdowns and
when pupils isolating - particular units can
be targeted at certain pupils and these can
be completed at any time - with instant
feedback given.

Successful (ensure used regularly as part of
home learning programme)

Additional Reading Champion
(to hear targeted daily LA
pupils)

£8374.50 (Spring)
additional
Teaching Assistant
(6 hours a day for
15 weeks boost)

Extended into
summer (3 days a
week for 12 weeks)
£4,000 (summer)

Reduced opportunities for volunteers so
additional adult required to oversee daily
reading practice for pupils who are below
in their reading.  Ensuring books match
reading ability and opportunity of a daily
check-in.

This support will also release other staff to
enable additional maths interventions in
Class 5.

In the summer term this support will be
targeted at groups identified as struggling

During Spring these additional TA hours
were essential in releasing teaching staff to
support pupils with online learning as
opposed to supervising critical workers in
school.

Upon pupils return to school, this additional
adult meant additional time for phonics
support in Y2, boosting reading across the
school and particular support in Year 4
where a number of additional needs
post-lockdown were identified.



post-lockdown i.e. a number of pupils in
Class 4.

Y2 Phonics - 97%
Y2 reading - 67% / 20% GDS

Success. Use of general budget to increase
TA hours in 2021-22 compared to previous
years.

Before School intervention
groups

CANCELLED during
the Spring term

Actioned Summer 2

Voluntary - no cost

Limited offer compared to normal due to
work commitments and Spring lockdown.

Mr Swain actioned 2 breakfast booster
groups for Y5 pupils during Summer 2 in
Maths and SPAG.

Y5 Maths results at the end of year were
inline with previous year - so pupils have
kept up.

77% / 40% GDS

Look to continue this in Autumn 2 2021

Release Assistant Headteacher
to support interventions in Y2
and Y6 & school attendance

£5040 for
designated release
time

Also extended into
the summer term
with costs coming
from general
budget.

Release from teaching commitment in
other year groups by use of an additional
cover teacher (Miss Ridley).

Mrs Kelly can now dedicate her time to
support Y2 and Y6 specifically and
coordinate interventions as PP champion
and closely monitor school attendance.

Whole School
Target 97% (national expectation 96%)
Current attendance is 96.45 %
Achieved target
Persistent absence: whole school (90% or
below)
Target: 8%
Current persistence absence is 8.5% (18
children).
On track
Pupil premium attendance (Pupil analysis
by attendance category – user pp)
Target: 94%
Current pp attendance: 88%
Persistent absence pupil premium
Target: 20% (last year it was 33%)
Current: 29% (6 pupils out of 21)
Below target

Mrs Fidge, will continue to support
attendance in Autumn 2021using this
model.

National Tutoring programme £2060 x8 pupils relating to Maths and x8 pupils
relating to English have been identified for
1:1 online tutoring for 12 hours with Third

Oversubscription for Third Space learning in
Maths means this is delayed until Autumn
2021.



Space Maths and Teaching Personnel.

The selection rationale is linked to our
national tutoring strategy.

Progress of x8 pupils receiving English
tutoring found in g drive - admin - ntp
⅞ made reading target & 4/8 made writing
target)

Successful - so the school will look to
extend this provision in Autumn 2021

Successful application to  NELI
scheme

Release for teacher
and TA as
appropriate £285
per day
total release spend
= £360

Fully funded programme to support the
development of early language skills in
Reception.

Huge impact 70& Reception pupils GLD.
For full results of NELI programme see JS/RB
data.

Very Successful.

Permanent increase in hours of trained NELI
TA and programme to continue in 2021-22

Application to join a Behaviour
Hub

Fully funded training
= no cost

Application to join Behaviour Hub to tackle
low level disruption and disengagement of
a small minority of Y6 pupils * use the
opportunity to reflect on school culture &
see best practice.  Aim to develop
self-motivated and ambitious pupils
including vulnerable groups.

Behaviour Hub training to start Sept 2021

New phonics leader to ensure
quality provision - Mrs Sibbald

No additional costs Whole staff training across R - Y3 in
additional staff inset and after school
meetings.

Y1 - phonics 73%
Y2 - phonics 97%
Y3 phonics 97%

Continue with this cross-year group
approach - it worked

Purchase of additional chrome
books (so the school has x2
class sets of 60) x15

£3,500 approximate
costs (includes
charging station
and set up)

This is so we get the best value out of the
investment in online resources, particularly:

- IXL
- Reading Plus
- Times Tables Rockstars

All pupils were able to access remote
learning during 2021-22 lockdowns and we
were able to provide disadvantaged pupils
with a laptop for home learning for the
whole year.

Look to continue to invest in chromebooks
(long term aim of 1 for each pupil as



standard)

Pupils to receive Listening Ear
counselling service following
traumatic lockdown / relate
counselling.

£500 Due to significant impact of lockdown on
identified pupils affecting their mental
health, specialist counselling necessary
(beyond school expertise)

5 pupils benefitted.

No exclusions.

Pathway now established for the future (but
would prove to be very expensive without
additional funding). The Impact is still being
assessed and will only be known over time.

Pupils at risk of exclusion to
receive alternative practical
curriculum and additional
Games support x3 afternoons

£850 TA cost during
the Spring /
Summer term plus
resources and tools

See alternative provision practical strategy
planner (failed in bid for HAF money for this
project so used catch-up premium)

3 pupils benefitted from this scheme.

Unable to fund going forward, but model
established if necessary in the future.

Support writing in Year 4 and 5
through the Teaching Live
programme

£500 for 10 booster
sessions

Class teacher supported by online
academic mentors leading a live and
innovative T4W lesson: Live blogging,
short-burst creative writing sessions for 60
pupils

Initially very positive, but format lost
momentum towards the end of term.

Y4 results W 73% / 23% (+ 0% over term)
Y5 results W 73%/37% (+3% over term)

Would not repeat this in the future, unless
there was a long lockdown expected

Total spending 2020-21:
£27,955 (not including NELI release, which came out of general budget)

£5,995 over spend:
- Pupil Premium strategy (part-funded the practical alternative curriculum)
- Diocese capital funding (part-funded the additional chrome books)

Notes for 2021-22
● In reference to concern 3 (progress of pupils with additional needs), the school invested £4,500 in 2020 - 21 and set

aside a further £4,500 in 2021-22 to work with a SENSS specialist to provide diagnostic assessments and bespoke
learning plans for EHC pupils and other pupils identified as particularly struggling post-lockdown.   This money was
budgeted from nominal SEND funding.

● The school is keen to further make use of the subsidised national tutoring programme for disadvantaged pupils and
use monies from the ‘Recovery Premium’ to do this.


